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Key themes and features

What’s new in Revit 2025



Design productivity

Interoperability Documentation efficiency

Key themes
Revit 2025

Sustainability

Cloud & data

Analysis

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The new features in Revit 2024 fall under these six “key themes”:Design productivitySustainabilityAnalysisInteroperabilityCloud & DataDocumentation efficiency



Design productivity

 Create Walls with Auto Join and Lock

 In-canvas wall Wrappings controls

 Multiple loop mullion profiles

 Single-element or empty arrays in families

 Site design – Toposurface conversion for Pads

 Site design – Toposolid by Face

 Site design – Excavations on Toposolid

 Site design – Excavation volume parameters

 Site design – Shaft opening enhancement

 Site design – Excavated surfaces host elements

 Site design – Toposolid smooth shading

 Site design – Contour display when editing

 Site design – Shape editing snaps

 Dynamo for Revit 3.03 upgrades

New features and enhancements
Revit 2025

 Search in Project Browser enhancement

 Dark Theme for Shared Views

 Revit personal accelerator UI

 Revit macro tools renovation

 Revit .NET 8

 Extensible storage improvements

 Filter discipline updates

 Option bar removal

 Parametric splicing for typical rebar

 Highlight bars exceeding the maximum length

 Prevent unexpected changes to the rebar model

 Enhanced Split features for framing and columns

 Updated set of rules for connections automation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here’s a list of features for Design productivity.



Sustainability

 Support for gbXML version 7.03

 Forma Add-in for Revit Updates

 Total Carbon Analysis for architects – Insight | Carbon Insight

 Total Carbon Analysis for architects – Insight | Flexible Dashboards

New features and enhancements
Revit 2025

Interoperability

 Improved IFC Category mapping setting

 Import/Export STEP files

 Support new GIS systems

 Informed Design for Revit

 Revit to Robot Link enhancements

 Use Advance Steel part & assembly marks in Revit

Cloud data

 Monitoring and visualization of Coordination Model changes

Design productivity(cont’d)

 Disable Mark value for MEP categories

 Validate model integrity

 Single-phase components

 Maximum circuits parameter for “Data/Other Panel”

 Other Panels can consume power

 Fabrication Data Manager – edit part type geometry

 Fabrication Data Manager – part search

 Fabrication Data Manager – upload and assign images

Analysis

 LCS orientation for structural analytical elements

 Annual operating schedules for energy analysis



Documentation efficiency

 Sheet collections

 Batch delete and add to library for materials

 Material thumbnail generator improvement

 Align and distribute annotations

 Background PDF Export

 Room perimeter accuracy improvement

 Schematic bending details for rebar tagging

 Enhanced annotations in bending details

 Set presentation options for multiple bar sets at once

 Tag and dimension components of connections

 Material Gauge parameter for fabrication ductwork

 Easier access to duct and pipe pressure drop data

New features and enhancements
Revit 2025

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here’s a list of features for Documentation efficiency.



Design productivity
Revit 2025



Create Walls with Auto Join and Lock

 New wall placement options:
o Auto Join: Automatically join a wall with an adjacent 

one.
o Auto Join & Lock:  Join and lock adjacent walls. Both 

move together. 

 Inserted elements perforate adjacent walls

 Options not available for walls that are structural, 
face-based, stacked, and curtain walls.

 Slanted and tapered walls can join but won’t lock

Automate the modelling and representation of 
adjacent walls

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 You can automatically join or join and lock a newly created architectural wall with the adjacent one.Any inserted elements (doors, windows,  will perforate both walls) Limitations:Complex cuts will not cut through both the aligned-locked walls, only simple cuts can cut through.The Auto Join and Auto Join & Lock options are only available while using the architectural walls.These options are not available when modelling structural walls, face-based walls, stacked walls, and curtain walls.Newly created slanted wall cannot align with the existing slanted or tapered wall, so the  (Auto Join & Lock) does not work for it. You can use  (Auto Join) in this case.Existing adjacent walls modelled in previous Revit versions will not automatically join when upgrading to the new version. Bottom line: Automate the modelling of adjacent walls



In-canvas wall Wrapping controls

 Allow or disallow wall wrappings with the new 
wrapping controls

 Layer wrappings must be enabled in the wall 
type properties

 Controls only visible when a wall is selected in 
plan view

Expedite the representation of wall wrappings 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Allow or disallow the wall end wrapping conditions with controls in plan views.When wall layer wrapping is enabled for wall ends, the wrapping behavior of each wall end can be changed with the control located near the wall end. The control is only visible when the wall is selected in a plan view. Click the control to change the wrapping behavior of the layers at the wall end.Bottom line: Expedite the representation of wall wrappings



Multiple loop mullion profiles

 Previously, mullion profiles were limited to a 
single loop.

 Create curtain wall mullions with profiles with 
multiple closed loops

 Open loops are not supported

Higher level of development in the 
representation of mullions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Curtain wall mullions can now use profiles with multiple loops.For example, they can use profiles with voided profiles.Mullion profiles do not accept open loops.Bottom line: Higher level of development in the representation of mullions



Single-element or empty arrays in families

 Display arrays containing zero or one element

 Works as expected for both  linear and radial 
arrays

 Available only within the Family editor

Greater modeling flexibility using families with 
arrayed components

Single-element array (1)

Empty array (0)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You can now flex both linear and radial arrays to values of 1 or 0 in the Family Editor.Works as expected for both  linear and radial arraysOnly available withing the Family editor environmentBottom line: Greater modeling flexibility using families with arrayed components



Site design – Toposurface conversion for Pads

 Automatically convert legacy Building Pads 
into excavated areas

 Applicable to new Toposolids generated from 
a legacy Toposurface

 Legacy Toposurfaces and Building Pads are 
preserved alongside the Toposolid

Downstream Toposurface upgrades while 
maintaining design intent

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When working with legacy files containing toposurfaces and building pads, converting the toposurface to a toposolid retains the building pads as excavated areas on the toposolid.The legacy toposurfaces and Buidling Pads are preserved alongside the Toposolid.  You can control its visibility under the Topography category.�Bottom line: Downstream Toposurface upgrades while maintaining design intent



Site design – Toposolid by Face

 Create Toposolids on any non-vertical faces of 
a mass family

 Inspect the Related to Mass checkbox to verify 
if the Toposolid is derived from a Mass 

 Limited Shape-editing functions available

 Cannot select faces from different masses for 
the same Toposolid

Expanded options to represent complex 
topography

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Create toposolids on any non-vertical faces of a mass using the Toposolid by Face tool.You can inspect the Related to Mass parameter to verify if the Toposolid is created from a Mass or not.The Toposolid made from a Model by Face is an extrusion. However, this creation method differs from the Toposolid made from Sketch/Import, resulting in limited shape editor functions available for the Model by Face Toposolid. Especially when the Toposolid is not in a flat planar state.You cannot select faces from different masses for the same toposolid.Bottom line: Expanded options to represent complex topography



Site design – Excavations on Toposolid

 Use a Floor, Roof or a Toposolid to excavate 
volume from the host Toposolid

 The Toposolid volume value is adjusted by the 
excavation volume

 Remove the excavation to undo the cutout

 Works also with legacy Pads

Enhanced control over topography cutouts

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Use a Floor, Roof or Toposolid as a cutter elements to excavate a ToposolidThe Volume reported by the host Toposolid is adjusted as the element is excavated by other elements.Remove the excavation to fill the excavated volume. The element used to excavate will remain in the model.You can also use the legacy Pads as a cutter geometry to excavate a ToposolidThere are cases that the Excavate will fail due to the sharp triangulation facets exist near the cutter element, or the point is locate on the edge of cutter element. Users can adjust the topo point height to avoid those sharp shape, or adjust the cutter（Building Pad,Floor,Toposolid,Roof） boundary. This is a known geometry limitation and tech difficulties to the Boolean Operation. Bottom line: Enhanced control over topography cutouts



Site design – Excavation volume parameters

 Report the volume of soil removed by 
cuts and excavations

 Two new parameters:

o Individual Excavation Volume

o Total Excavation Volume

 Display excavation volumes in 
schedules

More accurate and efficient way to quantify 
excavation volumes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Use excavation parameters to know the exact amount of soil removed by boolean operations by other elementsWe introduce two new parameters:1. The individual Excavation Volume leading to the Dialog that shows all the cutter elements that cut the Toposolid.2. The Total Excavation Volume shows how much soil has been taken out of this Toposolid instance.You can also create schedules for those parameters:- Use schedule filters to display volumes by Toposolid types- Use multi-category schedule with filters to display all elements cutting a Toposolid instanceBottom line: More accurate and efficient way to quantify excavation volumes



Site design – Shafts Opening enhacement

 Previously, the Shaft Opening would cut 
through the entire Toposolid, ignoring the 
bottom face

 Now, the Toposolid detects the bottom of the 
shaft as the cut off limit

 Limitation: The removed soil by a shaft is not 
tracked.  

Enhanced representation of cutoffs created by 
Shafts in Toposolids

Revit 2024 Revit 2025

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In previous versions, shaft openings would cut through the entire toposolid element. Now, the bottom of the shaft is respected as the depth limit of the cutoff.Note that the cut off volume by a shaft is not tracked in schedules.  Use a floor, roof or mass excavation instead.Bottom line: Enhanced representation of cutoff made by Shafts in Toposolids



Site design – Excavated surfaces host elements

 Exposed surfaces of a cut toposolid can 
host face-based components

 Families report the Toposolid as a host

Expanded modelling flexibility using excavation 
surfaces

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In previous years, Face-based Families could not recognize the faces created from Boolean operation.In Revit 2025, the exposed (boolean) surfaces of a cut toposolid are now able to host other elements. Site components will recognize the exposed face as a toposolidBottom line: The boolean surface acts as the original surface of the toposolid element when hosting elements such as a railing or planting element.�Bottom Line: Increased modelling flexibility in excavations



Site design – Toposolid Smooth Shading

 Display Toposolids with smoothed surfaces 

 Visible in views using Shaded, Consistent Colors, 
Textures, and Realistic visual styles.

 Smoothness mantained with you print or export

 Limitations when enabled:
o Surface patterns will not display 

o Materials cannot be overridden with paint, decals, or 
graphic overrides

o For linked Toposolids, smooth in the original file and 
reload

Enhance the visual representation of Toposolids 
with Smooth Shading

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Smooth the display of Toposolid elements removes the triangulated appearance of the surface in your model at a project level. Enable the Toposolid Smooth Shading option in the Site Panel drow-down.Smooth shading is visible in views using Shaded, Consistent Colors, Textures, and Realistic visual styles.The smooth appearance is maintained  when you print and export if enabled.LimitationsSurface patterns (Model Patterns and Drafting Patterns) of toposolids will not display when Toposolid Smooth Shading is enabled.You cannot place Decal on a smoothed toposolid.Material display can not be overridden with paint or graphic overrides.If the Toposolid is an RVT Link, users have to smooth it in the original rvt file, then reload it to see the smoothness shading in the host file. 



Site design – Contour display when editing

 Contour lines are now visible when shape-
editing a Toposolid

 Contour visibility respond to graphics 
overrides and contour type settings 

Improved control and experience when editing 
Toposolids

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Enabled the display of contour lines in Slab Shaped Editor mode if they are visible in the view.Previouly, no contours can be seen from the Toposolid Editing Mode. The contour display responds to visibility graphic override and the countour setting in toposolid type propertiesBottom line: Improved control and  experience when editing contours



Site design – Shape Editing snaps

 When shape editing a Floor, Roof or Toposolid, 
enable or disable the snapping to inner points and 
edges

 Snapping options:
o Along Surface: XY snap, Z on topo surface

o Absolute: XY snap, Z based on elevation base settings

o Snap XYZ: XY and Z snap to a 3D point

 Limitations: 
o Can’t snap to Splines. 

o Snapping is conditioned by View Range

o Prioritizes Endpoint and Midpoint

Increased 3D modelling precision for higher 
quality models in less time

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Enable or disable the snapping to internal points and edges when in shape editing mode.The option is available when editing Floors, Roofs and ToposolidsThe option is cleared by default, meaning the internal points and edges are ignored.The current snap behavior in the ‘Along Surface’ and ‘Absolute’ only capture the XY position of a referenced geometry.The new Snap XYZ snaps to the Z coordinate of any visible geometry, including dwgs and links.Limitations:�Snapping cannot detect points of a Spline LineEnsure that the view range is set to display the entire reference objectThe snap sequence prioritizes the midpoint and endpoint. When snapping to loadable families, please switch to 3D view to ensure that you snap to the appropriate point.Bottom line: Increased 3D modelling precision for higher quality models in less time



Dynamo for Revit 3.03 upgrade
Revit 2025

 Work better with linked models

 Improved interactions with geometry

 Toposolid nodes

 The new Package Manager

 Search for nodes by category

 More readable Watch node text

 Updated Revit sample files

 Gate node and Remember node in the Dynamo library

Improved experience when developing 
automation workflows

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Dynamo 3.0.3 introduces package management in a single location, node search by category, improved Revit sample graphs, and more.Highlights include:Work better with linked models: Multiple nodes are available to work with linked instances, allowing you to understand the position and transforms applied to linked elements, as well as work with their properties.Improved interactions with geometry: You can locate Revit geometry based on the detail level using the new Detail Level and Element.GetGeometry nodes and access the element ID associated with the geometry. Clicking on the green element ID button in Dynamo will now also zoom to fit on linked elements in Revit.Toposolid nodes: Utilize toposolid nodes to generate toposolid elements within Revit.Package Manager: The new Package Manager dialog provides a single location for locating and managing packages. In the Package Manager, you’ll find the following:Package search, with a new filtering option to view packages with or without dependencies on other packagesPackage details panel that opens in the Package Manager windowUpdated workflow to upload a new package or a new version of an existing packageA list of all currently installed packagesA list of the packages you’ve uploadedAccess to your package settingsSearch for nodes by category: This improvement to the search enables you to specify node categories with a period. For example, searching for “list.r” returns nodes that belong to the List category and begin with the letter R.More readable Watch node text: Multi-line text is more readable in Watch nodes. Scroll bars, when needed, are visible by default, and you can use the resize handle to display more text.Updated Revit sample files: The Dynamo sample files under Help  Samples  Revit have been updated to include helpful descriptions that assist you in using the graph. This update also eliminates overlapping and deprecated nodes.Gate node and Remember node in the Dynamo library: The standard Dynamo library now includes the Gate and Remember nodes. The Gate node allows you control the execution in sections of your graph. An open Gate passes data through unchanged, while a closed Gate sends no data downstream. A Remember node stores the data passing through it to the Dynamo file and returns the stored data if the input is null.Bottom line: These enhancements will provide you with an improved experience when developing your automation workflows.



Search in Project Browser enhancement
Revit 2025

 View all the child nodes when the parent node 
contains the keywords 

 Collapse the child nodes when they don’t contain 
the keywords

Search more efficiently in Project Browser Revit 2024 Revit 2025

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When searching in Project Browser, you can now view all the child nodes when the parent node contains the keywords, so that users could get better searching results than before when they cannot remember the accurate words in the child nodes. Here are a few examples of how the search currently works:When the parent node contains the keywords, and some of the child nodes contain the keywords, the search returns all the child nodes under the parent node in the searching list.When the parent node contains the keywords, but No child nodes contains the keywords, the search result lists all the child nodes but collapses them after searching.Bottom line: This makes the search more efficiently and useful especially such as searching for families. 



Dark Theme for Shared Views
Revit 2025

 Enabled for the first level user interface in Shared 
Views

 Keep consistent with the other Dark Theme 
supported UI

Seamless and consistent visual experience

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Dark Theme is now enabled for the first level user interface in Shared Views.It includes the Properties Palette, Project Browser, Option Bar, View Control Bar, and status bar. You can also set the drawing area (canvas) theme to Dark or Light both from the ribbon and the Options dialog.This feature improves the consistency of the Revit User Interface, ultimately optimizing the user experience.Bottom line: Seamless and consistent visual experience.



Parametric splicing for typical rebar 
Revit 2025

 Pick a line to splice multiple rebar sets

 Splice rebar by length

 Modify rebar splices

 Splice types and lap length configuration

 Automatic constraints for spliced ends

Enhanced user efficiency in accurately modeling concrete reinforcement

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now in Revit, you can splice one or several rebar sets at the selected position, splice by length and modify the splices as needed.�Click along a rebar set to splice at that position or select a line reference in the view to splice all intersecting sets. Select and edit the splice type to adjust lap length, splice line position, uniform or staggered layout as well as bar shift.�Alternatively, you can splice selected sets by length, according to the specified values of maximum length, minimum length and run-out position.�Furthermore, the functionality extends to modifying existing rebar splices. You can seamlessly alter the splice type for selected intersections, adjust the splice position, visualize all splice lines within a specific view, and perform actions such as moving, rotating, or deleting one or multiple splices.�Bottom line: This new feature significantly improves user efficiency and productivity in modeling accurate reinforcement of concrete structures.



Highlight bars exceeding the maximum length
Revit 2025

 Visually inspect bars that require length 
adjustments

 Utilize Revit filters to highlight bars that require 
splitting

Enhanced rebar quality control

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You can also easily visually inspect bars that require length adjustments. Using Revit filters, you can highlight bars exceeding the maximum length and require splitting/splicing.Bottom line: Enhanced rebar quality control.



Prevent unexpected changes to the rebar model
Revit 2025

 Disable rebar constraints on individual bar handles

 A handle with a disabled constraint doesn’t react to changes 
of the concrete faces

 Manually drag a bar handle with a disabled constraint

 Edit constraints for multiple bars and disable all the 
constraints

 Check the rebar constraints status by using schedules or 
filters

Enhanced control over rebar geometry

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In Revit 2025 you can disable rebar constraints on individual bar handles to block modifications of bars when the concrete geometry changes.�You can disable all the handles, reset the current or reset all the handles. Once the constraint is disabled for the selected bar handle, the respective handle will not react to changes of the concrete faces.You can manually drag a bar handle with a disabled constraint.You can edit constraints for multiple bars and disable all the constraints.You can check the rebar constraints status by using schedules or filters.Bottom line: This feature gives you enhanced control over rebars allowing you to prevent unexpected rebar changes when the concrete geometry changes.



Enhanced Split features for framing and columns
Revit 2025

 Consistent ribbon experience for accessing “Split” and 
“Split with gap” for steel members

 Splitting steel framing and columns that have steel 
connections 

Enhanced detailed steel design

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Previously, you couldn't split steel elements when they had defined steel connections. Now, splitting steel framing and columns that have steel connections has been enabled to ensure a consistent ribbon experience for accessing "Split" and "Split with gap" for steel members.Bottom line: Enhanced detailed steel design.



Updated set of rules for connections automation
Revit 2025

 Place more typical connections using less scripts

 Select where to place the steel connections

Easier usage of  steel connection automation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now you can more easily use steel connection automation that has been simplified letting you automate more connections using less scripts.Select where to place the steel connections:Double side connections placed on main beam end at margin intersection with two secondary beams.Double side connections placed at the intersection of main beam body with two secondary beams.Connections placed on main beam end in corner intersection with secondary beams.Connections placed on main beam end in margin intersection with secondary beams.Connections placed at the intersection of main beam body with secondary beam.Bottom line: Easier usage of  steel connection automation.



Revit personal accelerator UI

 The Revit Personal Accelerator (PAC) optimizes 
performance when working on Revit Cloud 
Models

 Display PAC available storage

 Change max capacity limit (GB) value

 Copy cache folder location to clipboard

 Direct access to log and help files

Improved performance and stability when 
working with Revit Cloud Models

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Revit Personal Accelerator is a Windows application that runs alongside Revit and is designed to optimize performance when working on Revit Cloud Models. It can be viewed in the Windows system tray.It is installed with Revit and can be updated by either the latest version of Revit or from https://manage.autodesk.com/products when new features are delivered in between Revit releases.There are several fixes included that focus on reliability and stability that are not specifically mentioned here.System Tray Icon and Dialog: View PacCache available storageEdit Settings UI:View PacCache available storageAbility to change the Current Limit (GB) valueAbility to copy the PacCache folder location to the clipboardLinks for quick access to log files and help documentationThe default QueueDepth value has been increased to 200.



Revit macro tools renovation
Revit 2025

 The new workflow uses Visual Studio Code as a 
more modern and extensible code editor

 Support for automatic template generation

 Document Level Macros, Python, and VB.NET 
macros are no longer supported

Streamlined and more efficient coding experience

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another aspect related to .NET 8 for developers is the comprehensive revamping of all macro functionality within Revit.A new macro management tool replaces the IDE used to create and manage macros in previous versions of Revit, making it significantly easier and providing a more modern integrated development environment.The macro management tool allows you to create and run macros using Visual Studio Code as a more modern and extensible code editor.The new approach maintains its support for automatic template generation, making it easy to get started with API development.However, there are fundamental changes to the available features due to this change. The macro manager no longer supports file-based macros. To use existing file-based macros, you must first convert them to application-based macros. Also, Python and VB.Net are no longer supported within the Macro environment.Bottom line: Streamlined and efficient coding experience utilizing Visual Studio Code enhancing productivity through its powerful features and a user-friendly interface, ultimately accelerating the software development process.



Revit .NET 8
Revit 2025

 Revit migrated an important technical framework 
to the latest version (.NET 8)

 Improved 3rd party developer experience

 Integration with modern development 
environments like Visual Studio Code

 Staying current with technology and regular 
maintenance

Improved performance across the board

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Revit uses Microsoft's .NET framework to manage UI dialogs, facilitate interactions with Windows, operate the Revit API, and more. To stay current with the technology and keep up with regular maintenance, Revit has migrated to .NET 8.Bottom line:  Improved performance across the board, an improved 3rd party developer experience and integrations with modern development environments like Visual Studio Code.



Extensible storage improvements
Revit 2025

 Resolve Schema Conflict in file upgrade

 Resolve Schema Conflict when Sync to Central or 
Reload latest

 Resolve Schema Conflict in file open

Optimized workflows minimizing schema conflicts

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Extensible storage has been restructured to minimize schema conflicts and optimize workflows.Schemas used by add-ons may encounter conflicts when working with multiple files. Improvements have been made to assist you in handling schema conflicts when they occur. These improvements also restructure the usage of extensible storage to mitigate risks and optimize workflows.Bottom line: Optimized workflows minimizing schema conflicts.



Filter discipline updates
Revit 2025

 Update filter discipline of some categories under 
Visibility Control dialog

 The changes are based on a user survey with 
300+ valid user replies

 The category filter was reassigned as shown in 
the table for these categories

Work more efficiently with categories

Architecture Structure Mechanical Electrical Piping Infrastructure

Medical 
Equipment X X X X

Food Service 
Equipment X X X X

Audio Visual 
Device X X

Fire Protection
X X X X

Vertical 
Circulation X X X

Hardscape
X

Temporary 
Structure X X X

Signag
X X

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Based on customer feedback, the discipline filters in the Visibility/Graphic Overrides dialog have been updated.The pre-defined list filters in the Visibility and Graphic Override dialog have been modified as shown in the table.For example, audio visual devices now showing in both architecture and electrical filters and mechanical equipment in architectural, mechanical, electrical, and piping.Bottom line: Work more efficiently with categories.



Option bar removal
Revit 2025

 Options move to Property palette

 Options move to ribbon

 Allows for keytips, shortcuts, and to 
be closer to other functionality

Easier to find controls, that are more visible and accessible

# Name How to trigger it Moved to Property 
Palette

Moved to 
Ribbon

1 3D Snapping option Create a new conceptual mass family >- 
Enable “3D snapping” option X

2 Workplane Space Setting Show Work Plane >- Select work plane >- 
Change “Space” setting X

3 Ellipse Line: Keep Ratio option Select an ellipse line >- Enable “Keep 
Ratio” option X

4 Arc Line: Keep Concentric 
option

Select an arc line >- Enable “Keep 
Concentric” option X

5 Apply Area Rule option Create new area boundary line >- Enable 
“Apply area rule” option X

6 Modify: Scale tool Modify >- Scale
X

7 Create Level: Make Plan View 
and Plan View Types setting

Create a level >- Change "Make Plan 
View" checkbox and "Plan View Types" 

settings
X

8 Annotation: Tag by Category 
tool

Click Annotation>Tag by category
X X

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Some options from the Option bar have been moved to the Property palette and to the ribbon. This relocation to the ribbon enhances visibility, while integration into the Properties palette increases flexibility and accessibility. It allows for keytips, shortcuts, and other items to be closer to other functionality.Bottom line: Easier to find controls, that are more visible and accessible



Disable Mark value for MEP categories
Revit 2025

 Mark Numbers will no longer auto-generate as 
new elements are created  for the following MEP 
categories

Streamline mark numbering for cleaner documentation

• MEP Ancillary Framing
• MEP Fabrication Ductwork Stiffeners
• Air Terminals
• Mechanical Equipment
• Duct Accessories
• Electrical Equipment
• Electrical Fixtures
• Mechanical Control Devices
• Lighting Fixtures
• Pipe Accessories
• Sprinklers
• Plumbing Fixtures
• Plumbing Equipment

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Mark Numbers found in the Properties will no longer auto-generate as new elements are created. Bottom line: Streamline mark numbering for cleaner documents



Validate model integrity
Revit 2025

 Validate model health before updating 
configuration

 No longer wait for several hours for 
reload configuration only to undo the 
reload due to disconnects

 Issues are stored as reviewable warnings

Avoid fabrication rework with model validation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Validate model integrity before updating configuration.  Issues are stored and can be viewed as reviewable warnings. Bottom line:  Avoid fabrication rework and save time with model validation.



Single-phase components 
Revit 2025

 Revit will now support single-phase 
components within three-phase 
connections and a variety of single-phase 
and three-phase configurations

 Parameters have been renamed to 
clearly identify power properties

Enhanced efficiency and design for electrical phasing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Area and Equipment Loads will now allow single-phase loads.Analytical Distribution Elements for Power Source, Bus, and Transfer Switches will now allow single-phase in addition to three-phase.Analytical Transformers will also support single-phase and three-phase configurations. Bottom line: Enhanced efficiency and design for electrical phasing.



Maximum circuits parameter for “Data/Other Panel”
Revit 2025

 A new parameter “Maximum amount of 
circuits” has been added for data and other 
panel

 Variable amount option can be enabled 
for data panel schedule templates

 Revit will show “Warning” if user 
attempts to connect more circuits than 
“Maximum amount of circuits”

Enhanced efficiency for electrical design

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Revit now allows user to set a Maximum amount of circuits through new parameter for data and other panels.Warning will show when attempting to connect more circuits than “Maximum amount of circuits”.Bottom line: Enhanced efficiency for electrical design.



Other panels can consume power
Revit 2025

 Power from low voltage panels like fire 
alarms are now accounted for on power 
circuits

 The System Browser will report the load 
to the assigned power connector

Expanded options for informed data of electrical 
systems

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Power from low voltage panels, such as fire alarms can now be accounted for on the power circuit and the equipment feeding it.  The system browser reports the load assigned to the power connector. Bottom line: Expanded options have been added for electrical panels to increase efficiency. 



Fabrication Data Manager - edit part type geometry
Revit 2025

 Edit geometry in Fabrication Data 
Manager (FDM) for product listed parts 
only

 Add and remove part types

 Easily edit part data such as diameter, 
angle and length 

Enhanced features for editing fabrication parts

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
User will now be able to add and remove types and edit data information in parts editor.  Bottom line: Revit 2025 has enhanced features for fabrication parts making part data editing easier. 



Fabrication Data Manager - part search
Revit 2025

 More accurate parts search in 
Fabrication Data Manager (FDM)

 Filter using part data

 Search by part name

 Choose between tile and table views

Enhanced features for fabrication part search

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Part search in new (FDM) will allow user to get more accurate results with fewer clicks.  User can now filter by part data information, search by part name, and choose between tile and table views. Bottom line: Enhanced features in searching for fabrication parts. 



Fabrication Data Manager - upload and assign images
Revit 2025

 Easily upload and assign images to 
parts in Fabrication Data Manager 
(FDM)

 Generate from 3D Model will take 
snapshot of current view

 Upload File will allow you to bring in 
a png, jpeg, or jpg image

Simplified imaging for fabrication parts

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Upload and Assign images for parts in Fabrication Data Manager.  You will be able to Generate from 3D Model or Upload an existing image for part. Bottom line: Easily upload or assign new images for fabrication parts.



Sustainability
Revit 2025



Export gbXML schema version 7.03
Revit 2025

 Revit now supports the latest version of 
gbXML (v7.03) 

 Expanded descriptions of HVAC 
equipment and operational parameters 
including
o  Zone Equipment 

o Air Systems 

o Hydronic Loops

o HVAC systems:  Air systems, Heat Exchangers, 
Fans, Chiller and Coil types

More comprehensive modeling of building energy 
systems

v7.03

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
gbXML schema has been updated to include extended HVAC system datagbXML export will now include Zone Equipment, Air Systems and Water Loops Bottom line: More comprehensive modeling of building energy systems



Forma Add-In for Revit - Updates

 Access in Revit proposals optimized by the 
latest set of Forma’s environmental analysis 
and capabilities:

o Embodied Carbon Tech Preview

o Solar Analysis Beta

o Rowhouse tool

o Rhino extension

 Update notifications in Ribbon

Reduce the environmental impact in Forma’s conceptual 
proposals and transfer them to Revit

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
orma offers a fantastic feature for those looking to scale up their conceptual proposal to the next level. With the updated Forma Add-in for Revit, you can turn a Forma proposal into a Revit project. And if you make further updates, you can easily send them back to Forma for more analysis and validation. Key Features The add-in provides two different directions of data synchronization:  Forma to Revit Transfer: ‘Send to Revit’ the content of a Forma proposal.  Then, from a Revit project, you can load from Forma the geometric content of a proposal. At present, you can only send a Forma proposal to Revit once.  Subsequent modifications made in Forma will not auto-update in Revit unless you are starting a new Revit project. Revit to Forma Updates: ‘Update a proposal’ in Forma with content edited in Revit, refining your design iteratively. You can update a Forma proposal multiple times. Access Forma’s latest's analysis and capabilities�1. Embodied Carbon - Tech Preview: Allows architects to better understand the carbon impacts of their projects from Day 1 in a typical project planning process and offers real-time feedback regarding façade and structural system selections, among other factors. 2. Solar Analysis - Beta: The solar energy analysis assesses the potential of your site to generate electricity from solar panels. The model takes into account local weather conditions and shade from buildings3. Housing Tool: With our flexible housing feature, you can swiftly populate your site with diverse range of housing types and quickly iterate on your design. This feature accommodates low-density housing developments such as row houses, single housing, and duplexes.4. Rhino Extension: New Forma Plug-in for Rhino allows you to pull contextual data from Forma to Rhino, and push a model drawn in Rhino back to Forma�Revit plugin WorkflowDownload the Plugin: Got Revit versions 2022.1, 2023, or 2024? Download the Forma Add-In for Revit  from the Autodesk Store, or just hop into Forma, open the Extensions menu on the side bar and download the Revit add-in. Follow the prompts, and you are on your way. Send to Revit: Back in Forma, pick your proposal, and simply click ‘Send to Revit’ in the three-dot menu for the proposal of your interest.  Thinking of going back and forth between the two? Duplicate your Forma design and send that twin over to Revit. Load a proposal in Revit: Kickstart Revit, make a new project, and hit ‘Load Proposal’ in the Massing and Site tab. Choose your options, and boom! Your Forma masterpiece is now vibing in Revit replete with walls, topography, roofs, levels and more. Update Proposal: Once you modify, delete, or add elements to this Revit project, you will have multiple opportunities to update your proposal in Forma.  Hit the ‘Update Proposal’ button under the Massing & Site tab and refresh the Forma URL project (F5). Current Conversions Here’s a snapshot of how various elements from Forma are currently translated into Revit: Basic Building and Line Buildings are converted to Walls, Floors, and Roofs. 3D Sketch Buildings are converted to loaded Mass families with Mass floors. Vegetation, context buildings, ShapeDiver elements, and all other geometry become Generic Models (Direct Shape). Parking is converted to Parking families. Terrain is converted to Toposolids in Revit 2024 (toposurface in previous versions). 



Total Carbon Analysis for Architects
Insight - Carbon Insights

 Offers directional insight on embodied and 
operation carbon impacts and tradeoff between 
architectural systems in Revit

 Available in Revit as a plugin

 Leverage EC3 Databases to configure the analysis

 Display results in graphs by Construction, Material, 
Intensity by Area

Access data-driven insights for designing 
buildings with a lower carbon footprint

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The next generation of Insight introduce Carbon Insight that helps you analyze carbon impacts and tradeoffs between architectural systems associated with a Revit model, so early phase design is recommended. Because it’s analyzing a Revit model, it is ideal for insights and feedback to inform design decisions, long before one would do a detailed life cycle assessment of a fully designed Revit model.The new Carbon Insights plugin for Revit  is available to anyone with a Revit or AEC Collection subscription. Download the plugin on your Autodesk Account. The installers are available under the Extensions tab of the Revit product card.Insight leverages the EC3 database to apply material averages for embodied carbon, providing default carbon factors for these calculations. Users can always override these default factors with their own material carbon factor inputsAfter the analysis is finished, Insight opens in your default browser, and displays the analytical results in open and flexible dashboards which offers a starting place for Total Carbon analysis. You can access the embodied carbon results in three graphs: Total Embodied Carbon by Construction, Total Embodied Carbon by Material, and Embodied Carbon Intensity by Area. Continue reviewing the key sustainability performance metrics and assign embodied carbon definitions to refine the analysis. 



 Build customized flexible, open and 
transparent dashboards

 Suggest targeted improvements

 Create custom data points (factors) and 
performance indicators (metrics) to customize 
the analysis scope

Make comparisons and understand design trade-
offs, with new flexible dashboards

Total Carbon Analysis for Architects
Insight – Flexible Dashboards

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The next generation of Insight offers a versatile platform to consume analysis results in adaptable dashboards, metrics, and factors, all customizable to your unique needs.Custom Metrics: Create custom metrics to analyze model data using a variety of data points, including model data, analysis results, and other factors or metrics.  Custom Factors: Create custom factors and used them within metrics for more detailed analysis.Custom Dashboard: Create personalized dashboards for deeper exploration of your model’s data, analysis results, and metrics. Edit a dashboard to access the card library, where you can add model data, dropdown options, bar charts, 3D views or freeform text. 



Analysis
Revit 2025



LCS orientation for analytical elements
Revit 2025

 Change or align the X axis orientation for multiple 
analytical members at the same time

 Use a reference line to align the X axis orientation or 
align/flip the Z axis orientation for multiple analytical 
panels simultaneously

 Supports the control of orientation for loads, boundary 
conditions, results, etc.

 Clear and accurate structural analysis results 
interpretation

Improved analytical consistency with structural 
analysis software

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In Revit 2025, you can use the local coordinate system tools for analytical members and panels to align axis orientation and direction.You can change or align the X axis orientation for multiple analytical members at the same time.You can use a reference line to align the X axis orientation, or you can flip the Z axis orientation for multiple analytical panels at the same time.Supports the control of orientation for loads, boundary conditions, results, etc.Gives a clear understanding of the orientation of analytical elements for accurate structural analysis results interpretation.Bottom line:  Improved analytical consistency with structural analysis software and to support for proper orientation of structural loads, boundary conditions, analysis results, etc…



Annual operating schedules for energy analysis
Revit 2025

 Building Operating Schedules can now 
be easily accessed under MEP Settings

 Annual schedules can now be defined 
for different operating conditions, 
multiple daily schedules, and hourly load 
intensity

Enable energy efficiency in design with enhanced 
scheduling features

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Revit will now allow the user to define different operating conditions and times for more accurate energy analysis.  You can now easily access Building Operating Schedules under MEP Settings.Bottom line: Enable energy efficiency and define operating schedules and conditions more easily.  



Interoperability
Revit 2025



Improved IFC Export Mapping Settings

 Customize Revit category mapping with 
templates

 Create, import, duplicate, save, export, 
rename and delete templates

 Search category keywords

 Use the dialog launcher to select IFC 
Class and Predefine type

 Reset to default values.

Improve collaboration with enhanced 
interoperability settings

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Manage IFC Export Mapping Settings dialog allows you to create and save templates for IFC exports. Templates are customized by setting the IFC Class and Predefined Type for each Revit category. Customized template settings can be exported for use in other Revit models.Bottom line: Improve collaboration with enhanced interoperability



Import/Export STEP files

 The STEP format is a universal neutral format 
read by most CAD software programs

 Enhanced coordination with non-Revit 
stakeholders and product manufacturers

 Map imported geometry to a specified Revit 
category

Expanded options of information exchange 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Revit support importing STEP files.STEP, which stands for Standard for the Exchange of Product Data, is a universal format that can be read by most CAD software programs used in architecture.STEP files are a neutral format that is not tied to any specific software. This ensures that the model can be opened and viewed even if the original software used to create it becomes obsolete in the future.Choose the appropriate Revit category when importing STEP files.Bottom line: Expanded options of information exchanges



Support new GIS coordinate systems

 Support five new GIS coordinate systems

o CGCS2000

o UK GG951

o Amtrak Northeast Corridor

o US Albers NAD83

o ISN2016

Enhanced integration with geodesical referenced 
datasets

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Revit has added support for five new horizontal coordinate systems: CGCS2000, UK GG951, Amtrak Northeast Corridor, US Albers NAD83, and ISN2016, all of which users can now acquire the coordinates from linked DWG files.Bottom line: Enhanced integration with geodesical referenced datasets



Informed Design for Revit

Leverage manufacturer-supplied data in real-time to design more 
quickly, accurately, and cost-effectively.

• Template Discovery: Browse catalogs 
of known-manufacturable building 
products for use in Revit projects.

• Customization: Tailor building products 
to align with your building's 
requirements, ensuring compliance 
with manufacturers' specifications.

• Certainty: Ensure design decisions are 
accurate and manufacturable to reduce 
project risk and prevent errors.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Autodesk Informed Design is a platform-based solution that brings manufacturing information to the beginning of the design process to inform design decisions and improve project certainty, prevent errors, and accelerate our customers' workflows. ��Autodesk Informed Design Add-in for Revit allows designers utilize product manufacturers products with the constraints defined by the manufactures in their design models.��With Informed Design for Revit, designers can:Browse catalogs of known-manufacturable building products for use in Revit projects.Tailor building products to align with your building's requirements, ensuring compliance with manufacturers' specifications.Ensure design decisions are accurate and manufacturable to reduce project risk and prevent errors. 



Informed Design for Revit

• Insert pre-generated variations: Browse the 
list of validated product variations to place 
instances quickly and easily.

• Update and replace: Modify the values of 
existing instances to configure replacements. 
Swap out-of-date products with the 
manufacturer’s latest product release.

Explore building product templates, tailor and add them 
into design files, ensuring traceability as a known, 
manufacturable component.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
With Informed Design for Revit you can also: Browse the list of validated product variations to place instances quickly and easily.Modify the values of existing instances to configure replacements. Swap out-of-date products with the manufacturer’s latest product release.Bottom Line: Designers can customize and incorporate accurate and manufacturable building product templates into their designs, ensuring greater certainty in the manufacturability and feasibility of their specified products. 



Revit to Robot Link enhancements
Revit 2025

 Transfer of Local Coordinate Systems after Revit 
analytical LCS enhancements

 Transfer for split members

Better support of BIM-centric structural analysis workflows

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
As Revit is currently recommended as central to physical and analytical model coordination and its analytical model geometry can be accurate and fully versatile, the nature of the Revit-Robot interoperability was adjusted.The Revit 2025 release introduced new local coordinate system tools for analytical members and panels to align axis orientation and direction. Now, the link provides enhanced bi-directional transfer of Local Coordinate Systems for analytical members and panels, resulting in greater consistency between programs.Additionally, the transfer of members that have been split has been enhanced.Bottom line: The enhanced link between Revit 2025 and Robot Structural Analysis Professional 2025 better supports BIM centric structural analysis workflows.



Use Advance Steel part & assembly marks in Revit
Revit 2025

 Transfer and synchronize single part marks and 
assembly marks

 Create general arrangement drawings for steel 
projects 

Better connected projects across design, fabrication, and construction
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Structural engineers can also find new features for detailed steel design in Revit 2025.They can transfer and synchronize single part marks and assembly marks, for steel elements and for structural steel connection components, from Advance Steel to Revit. This allows them to create general arrangement drawings for steel projects using Revit to be better connected across design, fabrication, and construction. Bottom line: Better connected projects across design, fabrication, and construction.



Cloud data
Revit 2025



Monitoring of Coordination Model changes
Revit 2025

 Comparing changes across coordination model 
versions

 Displaying type & number of changes

 Consistent results & user experience with 
Autodesk Construction Cloud

 Insights into object parameters that changed

Coordinate design development and model deliverables more effectively 
between stakeholders

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Linking Coordination Models from Autodesk Docs was released last year in Revit 2024, it enabled a whole new coordination workflow for Revit users. The Reference Coordination Model keeps project files light (doesn’t load unnecessary data ) and your work in synch with your collaborators.  It can serve as reference data as you can snap to it and perform basic dimensioning.In Revit 2025, you can now automatically check the latest consecutive versions of a linked coordination model using the Coordination Model Changes palette.The palette displays an overview of the added, modified or deleted objects, which are highlighted on the model too. You can filter the categories to only show added, modified or deleted objects by de-selecting the categories that you do not want to display.This feature is supported for coordination models coming from RVT and DWG file formats.Bottom line: Enhanced linking of coordination models. Better understanding of the objects that changed in the coordination model, highlighted and visualized in project views.



Documentation efficiency
Revit 2025



Sheet Collections

 Create multiple, flexible groups or packages of 
sheets

 Allow duplicate Sheet Number values across 
collections

 Use two new view parameters:  Sheet 
Collection and Referencing Sheet Collection

 Drag and drop sheets in the Project Browser 
to organize sheet in collections

Deliver projects faster with clear and organized 
sheet collections

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Sheet Collections allows you to assign any sheet in the model into flexible groupings that can be referenced across Revit, such as in views, schedules and filters.Ability to have multiple sheets with same number. Each sheet can only exist in one location, either inside specific sheet collection or directly in the model. For example, you can have G001 used once in the model, once in the collection Submission 1, and once in the collection Submission 2. You will receive an error message when moving a sheet into a Sheet Collection if the sheet number is already utilized inside the collection, or when renumbering a sheet to a value already in use.Includes two new read-only parameters: Sheet Collection and Referencing Sheet Collection. These parameters are available in the following view family categories: View Titles, View References, Callout Heads, Elevation Marks, Section Marks, Title Blocks, and can be utilized in labels, view filters, and sheet/view schedules.Drag & drop sheets in the Project Browser to organize multiple sheets into or out of a Sheet Collection.Bottom Line:  Deliver projects faster with clear and organized sheet collections



Sheet Collections

 Apply a custom Browser Organization using 
the Sheet Collection parameter

 Create new sheets directly on under a 
collection in the project browser

 Filter sheets by Sheet Collection before 
printing or exporting

 Apply View Filters using Sheet Collection 
values

Deliver projects faster with clear and organized 
sheet collections

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Browser Organization for Sheets and Views can utilize the Sheet Collection parameter to filter, group and sort views and sheets.Sheet Collections allow creation of new sheets directly from the project browser node. When creating new sheets directly on the collection, Revit assigns that collection and attempts to continue the new sheet numbering based on the most recent sheet in that collection.The Export\Print dialog includes each Sheet Collection as a dedicated display filter toggle, to support precise selection of sheets in one or more collections.View References are now available as a category for view filters and include the Sheet Collection information for the target view.Bottom Line:  Deliver projects faster with clear and organized sheet collections



Batch delete and add to library materials

 Select multiple materials at once

 Delete materials in batches

 Add material to custom libraries in batches

Manage project materials quickly

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To manage multiple project materials, simply select them and right-click to choose between deleting them from your model or adding them to a custom library.Bottom line: Manage project materials quickly



Material thumbnail generator improvement

 Generate thumbnails in the material browser 
faster with the new ‘Quick’ render setting

 Display thumbnails with fewer CPU resources

Explore project materials with ease

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
When working on the Appearance tab of the Material Browser, utilize the dropdown menu next to the material thumbnail to configure the rendering settings for the thumbnail image. The newly added 'Quick' rendering setting expedites the generation of the thumbnail image when changing your material selection.The new thumbnail render setting is faster and consume fewer CPU resources.Bottom line: Explore project materials with ease



Align and distribute annotations
Revit 2025

 Select annotations including text, tags and 
keynotes

 New Align and Distribute contextual ribbon panel

 Neatly distributed with one click

 Text alignment for multiple selected texts

Quickly align annotations to create neat and legible drawings

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You can now align and distribute multiple keynotes, text notes, and tags.Bottom line: Quickly align annotations to create neat and legible drawings.



Background PDF Export
Revit 2025

 Continue working on your model while the export 
process completes

 Monitor the status of the PDF export 

Seamless design workflow

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Previously, when exporting a PDF from Revit, your Revit session would need to complete the PDF export process before you could continue working. Now, the PDF export process can be run as a background process, allowing you to continue working on your model while the export process completes.Bottom line: The enhanced PDF export feature in Revit now allows for a seamless design workflow.



Room Perimeter accuracy improvement

 More accurate room perimeter calculations 
at:

o Inner loop boundaries

o Curved boundaries

 Perimeter values may change slightly when a 
file is upgraded

Get more accurate data from room schedules

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The method used to calculate room perimeter values has been updated in Revit 2025 resulting in improved accuracy. The room perimeter now accounts for inner loops within rooms.�Additionally, the method for calculating the perimeter of round rooms or room with arc segments has been enhanced Users may notice changes in the room perimeters when a project is upgraded to Revit 2025Bottom line: Get more accurate data from room schedules



Schematic bending details for rebar tagging
Revit 2025

 Options to show dimensions or just the bar 
bending

 More complete shop drawings

Streamline coordination between
designers and fabricators

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now in Revit 2025, you can display bar bending information in the rebar tag to create drawings with detailed fabrication instructions. Bottom line: This new functionality for rebar allows detailers to create more complete shop drawings, following industry best practices for reducing fabrication errors and on-site rework. 



Enhanced annotations in bending details
Revit 2025

 Improved control over annotations in bending 
details

 Select and move dimensions and tag in bending 
details

 Align tags in realistic bending details

 Align multiple bending details

Streamline coordination between
designers and fabricators

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
To enhance the readability of the drawings, you are now able to move the dimensions and tags that are automatically placed with the bending details on the drawings, eliminating text overlaps with just a few clicks.You can align tags in realistic bending details. Tags are positioned relative to the bounding box of the bending detail. Multiple alignment bending details is available too.Bottom line: This new feature streamlines coordination between designers and fabricators by improving the clarity of shop drawings in Revit. 



Enhanced rebar set presentation
Revit 2025

 Select bars to show from multiple rebar sets

 Set presentation options for multiple bar sets at 
once

Enhanced productivity during the creation of shop drawings

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Now you can set up the presentation options for multiple rebar sets at once. Thanks to this capability, you can create reinforcement floor plans more easily by managing the presentation options of multiple rebar sets at once.Bottom line: Enhanced productivity during the creation of shop drawings.



Tag and dimension components of connections
Revit 2025

 Existing tags and dimensions are preserved on 
steel connections break command

Improve your engineering documentation 

Break

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In the previous version, when you created a connection and then made a detailed drawing with dimensions and descriptions from that connection, after breaking such a macro, using the break option, the dimensions and descriptions would scatter. Now you can tag, and dimension individual components of steel connections and existing tags and dimensions are preserved if you break the steel connection.Bottom line: This feature improves your engineering documentation. 



More easily access duct and pipe pressure drop data
Revit 2025

 Analytical Duct and Pipe Segments with 
associated tag categories have been 
added as Analytical Model Categories

 Flow and pressure loss information is 
now available in schedules and shown in 
properties

Enhanced access to analytical model categories 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Revit will now let you select Analytical Duct & Pipe Segments in the Analytical Model Categories.  This will allow the user to easily access duct and pipe pressure drops and associated tag categories. Pressure loss data will be available in schedules and can be shown in the properties pallet.  Bottom line: Enhanced access to analytical model categories



Material Gauge parameter for fabrication ductwork
Revit 2025

 A new parameter “Material Gauge” has 
now been added for MEP fabrication 
ductwork

 This new parameter will be read-only 
and can be used in Tags and Schedules

Increased fabrication efficiency

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Revit will now allow the user to show material gauge as a new parameter for MEP Fabrication Ductwork.This new parameter will be very useful for documentation by allowing user to place Tags showing material gauge and show on Fabrication Schedules.Bottom line:  Material Gauge parameter has been added to increase fabrication efficiency. 
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